We study in this and in a related paper [5] 
through Z and parallel to the u axis. The case ~ = 0 occurs in the absence of gravitational forces; if u > 0, a gravitational field is directed parallel to the cylinder and towards the base, while if ~ <0 a gravity force points away from the base, as in an upside down capillary tube. One finds u = ((~ -Qo)g)/a, where a is the surface tension of the liquid in the tube, and e0 are the densities of the liquid and of the gas outside the liquid, and g is the gravitational acceleration (see, e.g., [1] ). The solution surface S is to be determined by the equation and by the (physical) boundary condition that the angle ~ (measured within the fluid) between S and Z is prescribed on the manifold C of contact. If v denotes the outer-directed unit normal to Z, then this condition is Tu.~*-W-1Vu.v =cosy on Z.
For functions u(x) in ~. which need not be defined up to Z, (3) is to be understood in the following sense: The vector v is extended continuously into ~, and Tu .,~ is required to exist
almost everywhere as a limit, as Y~ is approached/rom points o/ ~. No further hypothesis
about boundary behavior need be made, and we shah interpret (3) in this way throughout the text.
In practice, ~ is determined experimentally and depends on the materials in the threephase interface at C. The physical situation of constant ~ is of central interest in our work, although we are able often to discuss without essential change the more general case in which ~ is allowed to vary along C.
There are important differences of behavior between the cases u=0 and u#0, and different techniques are required to study them. For this reason we have divided our work into two parts. The first part discusses (1) for the case in which ~/is independent of u (corresponding to u =0 in (2) ) and is covered in this paper. The second part, covered in a subsequent paper [5] , corresponds to u #0 in (2) ; that is, ~H depends on u explicitly, as is the case for a capillary surface in a gravitational field.
Part of the work reported here and in [5] was done while the former author was at the University of Reading under a Science Research Council grant and at the National Physical Laboratory in Teddington, during 1970-71. Part was done while the latter author was at the University of Sussex in the Spring of 1970. Some of the results contained here and in [5] were announced in [3] . We consider first the case in which ~ is star-shaped with respect to the origin. Then H z can be extended to all of ~ as a function constant along rays from the origin, equal on each ray to the value at the intersection point with ~. We denote by H x the volume average of the extended H x, LEM~A 1. There holds
Proo]: In a spherical coordinate system (r, co), we may describe Z by an equation of the form r=l(w). We consider the function F =-r/](o~), so that Z is described, as well, by F = 1. We'then have
since VF is orthogonal to ~ on that surface and coincides in direction with v.
If 0 < r < ](eo), then air v L_ t H=.
IvFI-r (7~
This last result is evident geometrically, since the left side of (7) is the mean curvature of the similar surface obtained by contracting Z with respect to the origin in the ratio rff.
Placing (7) into (6) and integrating with respect to r yields f H~r~do) = A.
The quantity rndeo is, however, n times the volume element subtended at the origin by the solid angle &o. Thus, dividing (8) by %0, one obtains the desired result (4)(1),
From Lemma 1, we obtain the result,
(1) This result could have been obtained alternatively from a general integral formula, due originally to Minkowski [12] , and given recently in a general formulation by Hsiung [10] . The proof we present seems particularly simple and adapted to the case considered here. We now consider any twice differentiable surface u(x) defined in ~ and having continuous first derivatives up to Y~. Let H(x) be its mean curvature, H(x) = (l/n) div ((1/W)Vu), W = (1 + ]Vul~) 89 Let 7(x) be the angle between the surface u(x) and the (hyper-)cylinder with base Z and generators parallel to the u-axis; then, denoting the surface average over Z by ^ and, as before, the volume average over ~ by -, we obtain for star-shaped ~, THEOREM 1. There holds /t(x) = cos rH ~; (x).
Proo[. From the above expression for H(x), we have which, using (4), yields the result. Even under these hypotheses, the integral need not exist absolutely.
We note that in the volume and surface average notation introduced in section 1, (12) can be written
nil(x) = ~ cos y (13) and for the frequently encountered physical situation in which :F and H(x) are constants (13) reduces to =~ cos ~,
nH lY From Lemma 5 we conclude that solutions of (11) satisfying the boundary condition (3) can exist only for those ~ (if any) that satisfy (12) . We remark also that solutions of (11) in star-shaped domains must, of course, satisfy (10) .
Combination of the geometrical results of section 1 with (13) We consider the local behavior of a solution u(x) near a boundary point p, and we suppose u(x) to be defined in a one-sided n-dimensional neighborhood ~v of p, bounded by a piece ~]pEC 12) of (n-1)-dimensional surface. Let F be an (n-1)-surface lying in ~p, and meeting Zp in an (n-2)-manffold that surrounds p on F~ v (see Fig. 1 ). Let ~* be the part of ~p bounded by F and Zp, let E* be the part of Z contacting ~*. We integrate (11) (1) . This remark governs the considerations that follow.
3.1.
As an example to illustrate the use of (17) for n = 2, consider a solution u(x) of (11) that is defined in a segment of a unit disk symmetric with respect to a boundary point p, has constant mean curvature 0 < H < 89 and constant boundary data cos 9'. Following the above remark, we choose for the upper bound the curve 1 ~ = F+, which has constant curvature 2H<l, and for the lower bound the curve F= F_ with curvature -2H (see Fig. 2 ). We find H-P+((p) ~< cos 9' ~< H +P_(q~),
where 0 + 2H sin (9 ---0) P-* (9) = 4H~ S I
We have q P• = 0, also
and 0"@) = -(1-0 's) tan 0 <0 for 0 <9 <xt. Hence (~sp~), <0, which implies P~@) <0 for 0< 9 <~. Thus P• decreases monotonically from P+(0)= 1 +_H to P+(~)=0. There follows from (18) a successively stronger (non-trivial) estimate for cos 9' as the segment in which the solution is defined increases in size, until finally, for a solution defined in the entire disk, we obtain H ~< cos 9' ~<H. In fact, since in this ease F degenerates to a point, ( 1) The sign H is positive when the curvature vector is directed aIong the exterior normal to ~*.
we are led again to the consequence of (14), that for a solution of (11) defined in the entire disk, cos ? =H.
If H >~ ~ the method continues to yield a non-trivial lower bound for cos ~,. We obtain in this situation only a single stationary curve, with Hr= -2H, which is the only solution (interior to the disk) of the variational problem for this case. With increasing size of the segment ~* the bound becomes at first stronger; however, for sufficiently large ~* the bound weakens and eventually provides no information. The curve with Hr= + 2H
can be used to provide a lower bound on cos ~, for a solution defined in an exterior neighborhood of a boundary arc on the unit disk, that is, for a solution defined interior to a neighborhood of a boundary segment of a boundary Z along which H~'= -1. This bound also becomes at first stronger, but eventually weakens and provides no information as the size of ~* increases.
The results of this section apply equally to the situation H<0; this case reduces to that of positive H under the transformation ~ = -u, ~ =zt-~,/~ = -H. 9 We note that the method yields information only in the case for which "extremal surfaces" F passing through the given boundary continuum (in this case two points) can be found. The same limitation applies to the following general considerations. We examine the case (i, a). The proof we give is based on the right inequality of (17), which under the given hypotheses becomes, for a supposed solution,
If n =2, we can obtain "extremal" surfaces F explicitly as in 3.1; this procedure is not leas-ible if n >2, but since the essential requirements are local, it suffices to use as P a surface represented by appropriately chosen terms of a Taylor expansion.
We assume that Z* has, near p, the representation
-~ Z at x, +... n+l Since Z~ -1 (a* + at) >2 Z~ -1 a t = 2nHM, the result follows for case (i, a). The other cases in the theorem can be proved in the same way.
For the physical case in which H is constant and $ is prescribed continuously over all of Z (and hence, from (13), H is determined), we obtain, using (13) We point out finally that Theorem 3 is (at least qualitatively) sharp in still another sense. The conclusion that there is no solution for which 0 4 7 <70 (respectively 71 <~' ~<7e)
on Zp cannot be strengthened to exclude these inequalities at an isolated point on Zp, even for continuous data. For example, a lower hemisphere defines a solution of (11) with
The inequality (i) will then be satisfied on the arc Z: [x-~l = 88 The hemisphere, considered as solution interior to •, defines a continuous ~(x) on Z, ands(x) = 0 at the point of contact of Z with I x I = 1. An analogous discussion applies to the inequality (ii).
The case Hr.= (n/(n-1))H has a special interest, and is not completely covered by Theorem 3. This situation is discussed in the following note [8], using other methods; it is shown there (in particular) that if H -H M > O, there is no bounded solution in any ~p
for which cos y = 1 on Z, while if H = HM < 0, there is no bounded solution for which cos y = -1 on Z. J. Spruck has shown [13] that both these situations can occur for unbounded solutions. We show here, for the special case n = 2, that a solution can exist under these conditions when the value Hr. = (n/(n -1))H = 2H is achieved as discontinuous limit from (1) For bounded solutions, the inequalities need not be strict, cf. w 3.4 and the note [8] . Fig. 4 . We utilize only the portion indicated with solid line, which we rotate ~ radians about the axis, and next rotate the resulting surface till it is oriented as in Fig. 5a . We obtain a surface u(x) of constant H, defined in the domain gl whose boundary Z is formed by the roulade, its reflected image, and the two straight lines joining them, and meeting the cylinder wall under Z in the constant angle ~=0. At the four points where the straight lines meet the roulades, Z has curvature 2H as limit from within the roulades; from within the straight lines, however, the curvature at these points is zero.
If Z is extended vertically downward to form a cylinder with base as in Fig. 5b , we obtain what we have called an "astronaut's bathtub". In a gravity-free situation, water covering the base and meeting the boundary walls in the angle ~ =0 would form the free surface u(x), whose stability would presumably be ensured by the pressure of the adjacent atmosphere. We are of course not in position to recommend the actual use of such an apparatus for bathing purposes.
3.5. We apply here the inequality (17) to the case in which the tangent plane to the boundary Z may have discontinuities on a small set Z0c Z. The size of ~o will be limited by the hypothesis that ~,o can be covered, /rom within s by a sequence o~ smooth sur/aces
{A}, each o~ which meets Z in a set o/zero (n -1)-dimensional measure, and such that A~Y~ ~ and the area .,4 h o/A tends to zero.
We study solutions u(x) of (11) In cases in which a geometric invariance is present, e.g., a cone generated by straight lines, it may even be unnecessary to apply the limiting process. As an example, we apply (22) to an (n-1)-dimensional cone K generated by rays from the origin in n-dimensional space. If W is a wedge generated by K, the same criterion applies. We emphasize that no growth condition is imposed on the solution, as the vertex is approached from within the region or on K.
This result appears in [3] for the case n = 2, in which K consists of two rays from p.
The proof given in [3] extends without essential change to a cone (or wedge) symmetric about an axis (or hyperplane); however, it does not yield the more general statement given above. We present a formal analytical proof of this statement in w 3.9. Here we give a direct geometrical proof, which requires however the additional hypothesis that u(x) is (locally) of class C (1) up to the walls K.
Choose//1, Ho>H 1 >0, and consider a lower hemisphere S: v(x) of radius H~ 1, with center on the axis of K at distance H~ 1 from p. S cuts the cylindricM walls in an angle 7o = (g/2) -:r and meets K at p in an undefined angle. If the center is displaced slightly away from the vertex then either the surfaces will no longer contact, or the angle of contact will decrease, so that we will then have 7o <7, and p will be exterior to the domain A of definition of v(x). The boundary of A (in ~) will consist of inner and outer spherical caps Z~ and Zb, and of portions Z* of the conical walls.
We may suppose Z~ lies interior to the domain of definition of u(x), so that u(x) is continuous on Z~. Let C be the smallest constant such that v(x)+C>~u(x) in :~N A.
Then there is a point el in the closure of this set, at which equality is attained. Clearly el is not an interior point of ~r n A, as the mean curvature of Sc: v(x) + C is less than that of the given surface, so that the surfaces would have to cross at any inner point of tangency. A slight rotation of Z about an axis through two diametrical points on the sphere of intersection of C with K yields a surface z(x) of constant mean curvature H >0, defined in ~,, for which ~ +7 >z/2. Letting the angle of rotation tend back to zero yields a family of such surfaces with the same fixed H, whose ordinates achieve arbitrarily large negative values in ~.
The same example shows that the bounds of w 3.6 could not have been made to depend on the value of u(x) at a single point of Z,.
3.9. It remains to prove the assertion of w 3.6 without the hypothesis of boundedness for u(x) on K. To do so we use a general comparison principle satisfied by the solutions of (11), which is motivated by the procedure in w 3.6. Set Nf ~-div ((1/W)V/), for any function/(x). (1) The use of comparison surfaces with this property as a device for estimating solutions can be traced to S. Bernstein [2] ; the procedure was further developed and stated as a formal lemma by Leray [11] . It was later rediscovered and applied in a different context (in spirit close to that of the present work) by one of the authors [7] . In (23) the contribution from F~ vanishes. We proceed to evaluate the integral over FM h. To do so, we observe that F h bounds, together with a set Zhc ZP and portions AM C A, the set IIAM: W(X) >M, xE~) A (see Fig. 7 ).
We then have, formally, ~A (Tu-Tv).v da-~r h(Tu-Tv).v da= ~n A (Nu-Nv)dx-~A (Tu-Tv).vda, (24) the negative sign appearing in the second term because the orientation of v is taken here to coincide with that of the corresponding term in (23).
The terms in (24) must be interpreted by a limiting procedure consistent with the one used for (23). We introduce the same sequence {~} and consider the portion ~Mj = ~ N H A. As before, there is a subsequence of these sets such that the integrals corresponding to the first term on the left in (24) converge to a limit EM, and using again the hypothesis (iii), the same reasoning as above yields s < 0, for any A.
In terms of the given approximation procedure, (24) defines the integral over FM A in terms of other quantities whose sign is known and an integral over A whose sign is not known. We are however now in position to pass to the limit as A-~Z ~ In (24), w(x) does not appear explicitly in the integrals over A, while in (23), Iw(x)l <M in these integrations. Since I Tul < 1, [Tv I < 1, and since by hypothesis the area ~h--~0, we find that (23) and (24) If Za~= Z ~ then in particular Za4r and we conclude from (ii) that in either event u(x) ~<v(x) in ~. The maximum principle of E. Hopf [9] then yields the result that equality holds throughout s if it holds at a single interior point.
Another form of this comparison principle, suited to the situation encountered in a gravitational field, will be given in [5, w 3.6].
3.10. We now apply Theorem 6 to obtain a strengthened version of the result of w 3.6.
We suppose again u(x) satisfies (11) in a symmetric ~r, with H(x)>~H0>0. However no assumption is now made on smoothness of u(x) up to the walls K,; u(x) is not required to be defined on Kr, and it is supposed only that ~+7>~t/2 as a limit (almost everywhere) from within ~. If A ~= ~, we obtain the situation illustrated in Figure 8a . We may redefine ~l so that it is bounded in part by portions ZP of ~:* and r, by Z ~ and by some set Z~ on which u(x) is, locally, bounded. If it is known that u(x)~< M on all of 2% Theorem 6 yields immediately u(x)~< M +Ho 1 in ~, as was to be proved.
Suppose n=2 and u(x) is known to be bounded only on compact interior subsets of ~. We construct a spherical cap of radius Ho ~ interior to l-l, as indicated in Figure 8b .
Letting M ~ = maxr~ u(x), we find from Theorem 6 that u(x) < M ~ + H o' throughout the cap. Remark. We note the bound in ~ depends on the bound on an ( n -1 ) dimensional compact subset of ~. Clearly there is no universal bound, as u(x) + C satisfies (11) whenever u(x) does, for any constant C. I t is not clear whether a significantly smaller set than the one introduced would suffice for the estimate; however, we point out here that a considera-tion of the example of w 3.8 shows that it does not suffice to know a bound at a single interior point.
3.11, Theorem 5 was tested experimentally by W. J. Masica at the NASA Lewis Zero Gravity Facility in Cleveland, using cylinders of polygonal cross section in a 142 meter drop-tower. As used in this experiment, the tower provided approximately five seconds during which the fluid contained in the cylinder experienced no gravitational acceleration.
In 
